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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate how the tool of re-engineering can
successfully be used to dissect competitive packaging and, in turn, stimulate new,
innovative packaging developments.
The organizational challenges and hurdles in achieving innovation have changed in
recent years. Mergers and acquisitions have resulted in the creation ofmega-corporations.
The result has been a change in business philosophy from generalization to specialization
for maximum profitability. The challenge of specialization is that it stifles creativity, and
this includes the development of innovative packaging.
One of the ways the packaging engineer can overcome these challenges and drive
innovation is through the re-engineering ofcompetitive packages. The key to successful
re-engineering is the complete dissection ofcompetitive packaging in order to define its
characteristics and ultimately improve on the concept. It is through this improvement of
design, form, or function that innovation is achieved. The use of re-engineering can save
organizations time and money as it dramatically shortens the development process. The
ability to develop and execute innovation is key to the long-term health ofcorporations.
This thesis will review two successful applications of the re-engineering tool in
developing innovative packaging. Both projects, Halloween 2000 and Major League
Baseball 2001, involved packages that were developed and executed at Kraft Foods, Inc.
in the Post cereals division.
In both cases, the problem presented to the R&D teamwas to quickly develop new
promotional packaging that provided added consumer value. The first step was to
conduct a competitive scan of the marketplace to identify potential packaging concepts.
These packages were then dissected and analyzed, and a process to improve on the design
to meet the project needs was developed. A patent search was conducted to ensure the
new packages would not infringe on existing patents.
The result was two ofthe most successful promotional programs in a dramatically
compressed development time line. The Post organizationwas able to gain competitive
market share during these promotional periods, and the packaging innovation proved to
be a key driver in this success.
The researcher suggests that the use of the re-engineering as stimuli for innovation is a
proven and powerful tool for packaging development.
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INTRODUCTION
Innovation is the key to success in consumer product goods' organizations today.
As organizations merge and as the world economy expands, the definition ofcompetition
changes. The globalization ofcompetitors, along with increased consumer savvy, drive
the need for innovation. A survey conducted with various CEOs indicated that "new
products and services created through innovation drive, skunk works, and intrapraneuring
will generate one-third ofbusiness growth and 40% ofbusiness profits in the near future"
(Sheth and Ram 5).
The recent trend in industry is the consolidation ofcategory giants. Airlines,
consumer
products'
companies, and pharmaceuticals all have joined forces to create
powerful alliances in order to generate growth. This method ofgrowth, however, is
achieved through reduction in total workforces where duplication exists in centralized
functions and in productivity. William C. Miller the author ofCreative Edge, refers to
this type ofproductivity as ". . .. innovation turned
'inwards'
rather than towards new
products or
marketing"(Miller 13). Despite the size and strength of these mega-
companies, the ability to innovate is lost as the focus ofbusiness becomes process versus
product driven. Consolidation is, therefore, working against innovation.
As larger companies become more process driven, smaller, more entrepreneurial
companies develop a competitive advantage in their ability to innovate. The strength of
a smaller organization is in its ability to think and work outside the constraints ofprocess
and corporate boundaries. The authors of In Search ofExcellence discuss the benefits of
"small"
when they write:
The message from excellent companies we reviewed was invariably the
same. Small, independent new venture teams at 3M (by the hundred); small
divisions at J&J (over 150 in a $5 billion firm); ninety PCCs at TI; the
product champion led teams at IBM; "bootlegging" teams at GE; small ever-
shifting segments at Digital; new boutiques monthly at Bloomingdale's.
That, in a nutshell, is the meaning ofchunks [sic]. Small is beautiful. (Peters
and Waterman 215)
The importance of this statement is for large organizations to grasp the benefit of
thinking like a small organization. This can be accomplished by utilizing the use of
cross-functional teams. The cross-functional teams act as small organizations with the
ability to develop and implement projects quickly.
WHAT IS COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE ?
Competitive intelligence (CI) is a tool that will allow large corporations to act
small and overcome the barriers to innovation. As margins for products decline, it
becomes critical for an organization to understand what the competition is doing. This
understanding, or competitive intelligence, can lead to the discovery ofproduct changes
and new technologies that may provide a distinct competitive advantage. Re-engineering
is a legitimate and usefulmeans ofkeeping up with competitors. Re-engineering is a
tool, when used in conjunctionwith competitive intelligence, that can then be employed
to define what the competition is doing. This is accomplished by dissecting products and
packaging. The ultimate goal is to uncover the nature ofthe competitive advantage and
improve upon it, thereby raising the competitive bar even higher.
BENEFITS OF RE-ENGINEERING
There are many benefits to using the tool of re-engineering, and one ofthe biggest
is accelerating the speed to market. The ability to fast-adapt and improve on a
competitive design saves precious time in the highly competitive marketplace. The
development times can be dramatically reduced from the traditional, and very slow, new
product launches. In the food industry, new product launches historically take 12-18
months. This can be dramatically reduced as development time can be cut, and the
improvements in design can actually result in a better and more competitive product. The
speed to market is critical for large, slow organizations as they struggle to innovate and
adapt to ever-changing consumer preferences.
THE OUTCOME OF RE-ENGINEERING
This thesis will explore the concept ofutilizing competitive intelligence and, more
specifically, focus on the tool ofre-engineering. The benefit ofsignificant reductions in
development time as a result ofusing re-engineering will be discussed and framed in the
context of two promotional packages: Halloween 2000 and Major League Baseball 2001 .
The challenges and accomplishments of these packaging developments will be reviewed,
and opportunities for the reader to adapt these methodologies for their own use will be
discussed.
CHAPTER I
THE TRAP OF SPECIALIZATION
Innovation and creative thinking in large specialized organizations like Hewlett-
Packard, Pfizer, IBM, and Kraft are critical to their success. The challenge for large
corporations is to avoid getting caught in the web of specialization, which traps
companies into becoming so focused that they have difficulty thinking outside their core
competencies.
Bringing Innovation to Market discusses specific examples of innovation by large
multi-national companies like IBM. The authors make this simple but powerful
statement: "As surprising as it may sound, the more highly specialized an organization,
the less likely it is to make successful innovations" (Sheth and Ram 31). The concept of
specialization is not unique to IBM and technical companies. This occurrence is
prevalent inmany large organizations, including Kraft Foods, Inc., where the researcher
is employed.
As these companies grow and merge, their technology and organizational
structures become increasingly complex. In order to manage this complexity, as well as
increase efficiency and reduce costs, conducting business becomes more focused and
rigid. The more focused and rigid corporate behavior becomes, the harder the trap of
specialization is to break.
Specialization thus leads to innovation barriers. The most common barrier to
research and development is lack of technical diversity, as all expertise becomes
narrowly focused. As a result, companies must constantly challenge themselves not to
fall into the trap of specialization in order to remain competitive.
BREAKING THE SPECIALIZATION CYCLE
The solutions to breaking the cycle ofspecialization can be divided into 3 areas:
skunk works, research alliances and acquisitions. A skunk works operation is the
equivalent of setting up a separate research organization that doesn't play by the
corporate rules. The text Innovation reviews how corporations like 3M and GE have
employed this technique with tremendous success (Sheth and Ram 37).
Research alliances are a form ofstrategic research inwhich organizations share
their expertise for mutual profit. An example is a consortium ofcompanies, ofwhich
Kraft is one, that has aligned itselfwithMassachusetts Institute ofTechnology. This
consortium provides ideas and financial support to MIT's research and development of
new and innovative consumer products. By doing this, Kraft and the other participating
organizations assure creative thinking and minimize the capital expenditure it would take
to conduct this research independently (Sheth and Ram 37).
The benefit ofacquisitions is based on the premise that one companymerges with
another and leverages this newly combined knowledge and expertise. Food consumer
product companies have been combining forces for the past two years at a feverish pitch.
In recent months, for example, Unilever bought Best Foods, Kraft bought Nabisco,
Kellogg bought Keebler, and GeneralMills bought Pillsbury (Sheth and Ram 37).
Through any one ofthese solutions, or a combination ofthem, large companies
can break the specialization cycle. Each of these techniques is designed to disrupt
established procedures and inject new ways of thinking. It is this shift in behavior that
fosters innovation.
CHAPTER H
WHAT IS COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE?
Competitive intelligence has been defined as a basic data-gathering tool.
"Competitive intelligence is organized, structured information gathering, analysis and
processing to enhance strategic decision making" (Cook and Cook 5). It involves
actively collecting and analyzing competitor information to gain a better understanding of
what the competition is doing, what theymay be planning, and how theymay act in the
future. Organizations should be encouraged to use CI as an ongoing process of
information gathering.
PROCESS OF COMPETITrVE INTELLIGENCE
The CI process is " . . .a cycle consisting of five steps that are repeated to address
specific business problems. They include planning and direction, collection and research,
processing and storage analysis and production, and dissemination and
delivery" (Cook
and Cook 6). It is a process that is used by large corporations like IBM, Motorola, and in
the case ofthe researcher, Kraft Foods, to maintain a competitive mindset.
In a very competitive marketplace CI is a very important tool formonitoring
change. This is the case with Kraft Foods, where the nucleus of the organization, the
cheese division, is facing pressure from private label competitors. The issue lies with the
fact that these private label competitors are buying Kraft cheese and dissecting it to better
discern the changes being made to the cheese. The advantage to the private label
manufacturers lies in the ability to ascertain critical competitive data and to improve their
own products. The benefits are the dramatic reduction in research and development and,
more significantly, the speed to market. Simply dissecting the Kraft products and
documenting these changes did this.
In Figure 1, the reader can walk through the stages ofcompetitive intelligence:
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Figure 1. The Competitive Intelligence Model (Cook and Cook 16)
As shown, CI starts with assessing the need to stay aware ofthe competition in
order to maintain a competitive edge. Questions regarding the findings are formulated,
and a process for information gathering is agreed upon by the team. The data collection
begins and continues until all questions are sufficiently answered. The data is then
analyzed into intelligence, i.e., organized into usable information for decision-making.
Lastly, the process is evaluated for effectiveness and improved upon for the next series of
competitive analyses. This process is a continuous cycle ofdevelopment that results in
the improvement in design, form and function ofvirtually all products and packages.
CI is an on-going activity and, ifdone properly and sustained over time, can
provide compelling advantages to an organization.
BENEFITS OF COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE
Competitive intelligence provides an organization withmany benefits. Not only
does it help define and create a better understanding ofwho the competition is, but it also
can point to opportunities for innovation and growth. Cook has created the following
extensive list ofCI benefits which enables an organization to:
understand the business environment better;
understand your industry better;
learn about your competitors'corporate and business strategies;
forecast opportunities and threats;
anticipate
competitors'
research and development strategies;
reconstruct a competitor's, supplier's or customer's financial, marketing and
operational information;
validate or invalidate industry rumors;
create a company information library;
plug information leaks within your organization;
make effective decisions; and
act rather than react (14).
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CHAPTER HI
APPLICATION OF RE-ENGINEERING
In the ready-to-eat (RTE) cereal category, Post cereals has an advantage over both
GeneralMills and Kellogg. The organization is much smaller in size relative to its
competitors. In a very competitive category, Post is a distant third with $1.2 billion in
sales and a 17% share ofthe RTE category. The Post organization is a divisionwithin
the Kraft Foods, Inc., but it operates as a separately run organization. The organization is
structured into supporting teams specializing inMarketing, Operations, Sales, Product
Development, Packaging R&D and Quality. Each function plays a critical role in
ensuring the development, production, and execution ofa product. There are manymore
functions within an organization, but for the scope of this thesis the researcher has only
identified the key functions responsible for the development and execution of the
Halloween and Major League Baseball (MLB) promotions.
POST CEREALS CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAMS
The success ofany project requires the skills and talents ofa cross-functional
team. The development of the Halloween 2000 and MLB 2001 packages are perfect
examples ofthis idea in practice. The organizational chart in Figure 2 shows how the Post
organization structures its cross-functional teams. Each of these teams is, in essence,
created to function as a mini-organization. By providing the teamwith representation
from various functions, the organization allows the teams to manage projects as if it were
an independent organization. The cross-functional team is comprised ofthe key
functions ofan organization necessary to develop and launch a product. These small
11
teams focus on the specific project and represent their functions for the duration ofthe
project.
Post Cereals: Development Team
ProjectManager
Legal Department
ProductDevelopment Marketing - Brand ~j
j~~
Operations ~| | Packaging R&D Sales Quality
Figure 2. Post Cereals' Cross-Functional Team
The use ofsmall cross-functional teams can capitalize on the entrepreneurial spirit
and innovation can be leveraged. Figure 3 identifies how the process ofre-engineering
starts by purchasing the competitors'packages, dissecting them thoroughly and
evaluating any patents that may be associated with them. This process is performed by
the packaging R&D team in conjunction with the legal department.
Competitive
Packages &
Patents
Pkg.
Research/
Legal
Review
Cross-
functional
Teams
Suppliers,
Vendors,
Co-packers,
OEM's,
- Operationsw I * Consultants l
^^
?
Figure 3. Re-Engineering Process Flow Diagram
The process can be used for packaging, product, process, andmarketing
evaluations. In the very competitive RTE cereal category, premiums and promotions are
used frequently to drive short-term volume growth and capitalize on new product
12
information to entice consumers to a new product. The trend during the past two years
has been to attract consumers by offering high quality 2-D and 3-D premiums, including
full size CD-ROMs, NASCAR Matchbox cars, and Mini Beanie Babies. The Post
packaging R&D organization employed the use of re-engineering to identify
opportunities to develop unique and innovative promotions. The concept ofre-
engineering competitive packages is very simple: go into retail stores, buy competitive
packages, and dissect them. Some ofthe relevant questions that need to be asked as this
process begins are:
How much did the product/ package cost?
What technologies did they use?
Who are their suppliers?
Do consumers like it? Will your customers like it?
What benefit did it provide to the competitor?
Was the market lift sustainable or short-term?
Is the innovation a trend or a cost ofdoing business?
Are there any patents that would inhibit the re-engineering ofthe package?
The answers to these questions help the investigator start to frame the competitive
threat and identify the steps to take in response. The results ofthe competitive re-
engineering will provide the organization with vital information that can be used to
maintain or growmarket share.
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DEFINING RE-ENGINEERING
After looking at several product and packaging examples ofcompetitive re-
engineering, John Kelly suggests, "Have your technicians continually tear apart
competing products to examine not onlymaterials and specifications, but evidence of
new production techniques, new suppliers ofcomponents, and improved
technology"
(76).
This process walks the reader through several product and packaging examples of
competitive re-engineering. This process is commonly used by both the product and
packaging members of the Post organization to benchmark key brands, validate customer
requests, and determine opportunities for cost savings. The tool ofre-engineering was
instrumental as the innovative stimuli for both the Halloween 2000 and MLB packaging
innovations.
Re-engineering begins with defining who the competition is and who the
competition could be in the future. These lines are becoming clouded as the consolidation
oforganizations and the globalization ofcompetitors continues. In the case ofPost
cereals, the direct competitors are clearly defined as GeneralMills and the Kellogg
Company in the United States. The cereal category as a whole is global in nature and in
Europe, Nestle is the dominant player in the RTE cereal category.
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Figure 4. Competitive Packages from France and Spain
The RTE cereal category is also very competitive in Europe as illustrated by
Figure 4. The Nestle and Kellogg packages are trying to entice consumers to these
products through visual stimuli and the use ofa die cut window in the package. The
Kellogg 's Smacks package from Spain utilizes the concept ofa window, but inserts a
lenticular lens Pokemon card to catch the consumers'eyes as they walk past. The use of
lenticular technology provides an image ofmotion and thus has stopping power as the
buyers walk by the products. The card would entice the consumers to stop and focus on
the Smacks package. In the very crowded and busyRTE cereal aisle, the ability to
capture the
consumers'
attention is critical to remaining competitive.
15
Figure 5 shows competitive RTE cereal packages highlighting the use ofa visual
premium. It is important to note the number ofpremiums that the consumer can visually
see and evaluate quickly and easily. The increased use of this technique ofmarketing
RTE cereal products is driving the category to adapt the packaging through innovation.
Figure 5. Competitive Packaging ofPremiums, 1999-2001.
The next section of this thesis will explore the RTE cereal category and the competitive
landscape in the RTE cereal category. The business dynamics of this very competitive
category accentuates the need for competitive intelligence and the tool ofre-engineering.
16
CHAPTER rV
READY-TO-EAT CEREAL: CHANGE IN LEADERSHIP
The competitive landscape in the consumer food market has gone through a
metamorphosis in the last several years and is an excellent example ofan industry that
can reap the benefits ofCI. With the mergers and acquisitions of such icon companies as
Nabisco, Pillsbury, Best Foods, and Keebler, the definition of the competition has
changed dramatically. This, along with the maturing ofbrands, is leading organizations
to look to innovation as an avenue ofopportunity to rejuvenate sliding sales oftheir core
brands. As brands mature and organizations begin to specialize, there has been a switch
from innovative product and process development to one ofpricing and promotion
implementation (Sheth and Ram 31).
The RTE cereal category is a very competitive segment of the consumer food
market. The category has an annual
sales'
volume that fluctuates around $7.5 billion
dollars. The two market leaders, General Mills, which manufacturers such cereals as
Cheerios, Chex, and Lucky Charms, and Kellogg, which produces such icon brands as
Corn Flakes, Fruit Loops and Raisin Bran, have battled for category leadership. The
RTE cereal category has been one segment that has undergone significant change. It was
revolutionized in the year 2000 when General Mills surpassed Kellogg as the #1 player in
the category. The two competitors, with sales volumes of32% (GeneralMills) and 31%
(Kellogg), are very close. GeneralMills accomplished this through various traditional
avenues, including marketing, sales, and aggressive advertising, but also by driving
innovation in packaging.
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The specific innovation involved relocating the prizes and premiums that were
once inside cereal bags to now being displayed on the outside of the box. The effect of
this innovation has raised the bar on competitiveness as one box is now highly
differentiated from the next on shelf. General Mills has spent a lot ofmoney on these
promotional packages, which provide increased perceived value by enticing the consumer
with CD-ROM games, 3-D toys and tie-ins with children's movies and games.
CEREAL PREMIUMS
The tactic ofoffering a premium, a prize or toy, within packaging is usually tied
to specific promotional marketing programs. These premiums come in a variety of
configurations ranging from baseball cards to CD-ROMs. The trend during the past
several years in the ready-to-eat cereal category is the CD-ROM. This concept of
providing the consumer with enhanced value is a method cerealmanufacturers have used
for years to entice consumers. The unique approach that cerealmanufacturers have taken
in the past several years is to display the premium for the consumer to view. The benefit
to this approach is that it allows the consumer to see the premium Allowing the
consumer to see the premium offers the unique benefit ofcreating a need to purchase the
cereal for the premium itself. GeneralMills has capitalized on this by providing
consumers with various
collectors'
series ranging fromNASCAR to collectible Toy Story
2 movie pieces.
With this knowledge, Post Cereal, the distant third player in the RTE cereal
category, had a clear message. In order to stay competitive, the company needed to adapt
and implement similar promotional packaging activities. To proceed, Post needed to
18
know how General Mills and Kellogg were executing these strategies. Competitive
intelligence and the tool of re-engineering were critical to gaining this informatioa
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CHAPTER V
HALLOWEEN 2000 PROMOTION
Figure 6. Halloween 2000 Promotional Packages
PROMOTIONAL BACKGROUND
The Post packaging R&D teamwas asked to develop packaging that was tied to a
consumer promotion involving three products: 14.5 oz. Post Honeycomb, 12.5 oz. Post
Oreo O's, and 13.75 oz. Post Waffle Crisp. As seen in Figure 6, the integration ofthe
graphics and the sound chip were integral to making this promotion a success. The three
products were being aligned with Fox Family Television Channel programming in an
effort which involved various integrated marketing, product development, and packaging
executions (See Figure 7).
20
Figure 7. Packaging graphics linked to Fox Family Channel
The alignment with the FoxNetwork was more than just advertising. It was an
integrated promotion that tied the Post packages to specific children's programming
throughout the Halloween period. The Consumer Promotions group worked with the
FoxNetwork to coordinate the appearance ofa ghost image during various Fox Family
Channel programming betweenOctober 23-28, 2000. When the image ofthe ghost was
shown, the children were asked to open their cereal boxes to hear ghoulish ghost sounds.
The back panel ofthe box gave children ideas on how to scare their sisters, dads, and
aunts and encouraged them to think ofcreative ways to use the sound chip in a
"spooktacular"
way.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
The Consumer Promotion (CP) group is a department ofmarketing professionals
whose responsibility is to develop and coordinate various promotions. In November
1999 the Post CP group assembled a cross-functional team to begin looking at various
packaging options for incorporating a sound-chip into Post cereal packages. The concept
called for a sound-emitting device to be adhered to the inside top center ofthe carton by a
cartonmanufacturer. The printed cartons would then be glued in-line and shipped to the
plants to be loaded into the cartoners. The idea was a creative way of incorporating a
sound-emitting device into a carton. It was not, however, an effective design from an
operations or packaging perspective.
The issue with this designwas that, by inserting the sound-chip prior to erecting
the carton in the various plants, our shipping efficiencies went down dramatically. In
addition to the shipping cost increases, the design did not take into account that these
cartons were side-loaded into the magazine, and the result would be a severe
"fan-fold"
in the magazine. Because the sound-chip increased the thickness ofthe carton from
3/16" to nearly 5/8", the magazine had to have a full-time operator to fill and keep up
with the cartoners, which were running at 150 cartons/minute. The loss in shipping
efficiencies and the increase in labor made this design impractical, and the team began to
investigate alternative designs. The goal was to design a package that carried a sound-
emitting device and was operationally efficient.
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PATENT SEARCH
During the initial stages ofdevelopment, the patent attorney at Kraft conducted a
patent search to identify any potential patents that might be similar to the Halloween
package design. The team was advised that GeneralMills held two patents. One covered
a design by which a sound-emitting device could be inserted into a bag-in-box cereal
package (See Appendix B for US Patent # 5,923,242; Slagle et all999; Prize
AnnouncementAssembly and it'sManufacture, GeneralMills, Inc.). The other patent
addressed a specific methodologywith which GeneralMills could insert a premium into
a window on the package (See AppendixA for US patent # 5,379,886; Brauner et al,
1995; Package Including a Separately FormedPremium Tray, GeneralMills, Inc.). This
patent had been used recently by GeneralMills as a promotional tie-in with the release of
the Toy Story 2 movie. The packaging R&D team had both patents reviewed by the Kraft
legal department, and the team was confident, based on the design and execution of the
two GeneralMills' patents, that Kraft would not infringe on these patent designs.
COMPETITIVE RE-ENGINEERING
The Halloween 2000 teamwas inspired by the Toy Story 2 package, whose
packaging, GeneralMills had released to trade earlier in 1999. The patent for the
thermoformed tray design has been used multiple times since 1999 for various
promotional programs.
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Figure 8. Competitive Inspiration for Halloween 2000 Packaging Innovation.
The Toy Story 2 promotional package, as seen in Figure 8, is shown with various
other packages utilizing the same technology. Figure 8 highlights the frequent use of this
patent by General Mills for various promotional/premium programs. This design
incorporated the use ofa small thermoformed tray, whichwas inserted into a die-cut hole
in the top ofthe face panel ofthe carton. A piece ofclear adhesive material was then
applied over the opening to secure the tray into the package. The key benefit of this
package design was the ability ofthe consumers to see the premium and, in the case of
collectibles, choose the specific one theywanted. The researchers bought various
GeneralMills' packages at retail, and the Post teamworked with the Kraft Legal
department to review the patents. This step was critical in defining the parameters that
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would restrict Post from using this design concept for application in the Halloween 2000
promotion.
PACKAGING DESIGN PROCESS
The design of the Halloween 2000 package required the team to develop a
methodology to insert the chips into 1.8 million packages in the most cost effective
manner. The initial designs required the carton supplier to insert these chips during
manufacturing and side-seam gluing ofthe cartons. The cartons would then be sent to the
various Post facilities where the cereals were produced and the bags inserted into the
cartons. The review of these early designs revealed that this was not very effective in
resolving manufacturing, shipping, or quality concerns.
A smaller team comprised ofOperations, Purchasing, Packaging R&D, Graphics
Packaging, andMarketing was assembled to resolve these issues. The smaller team
highlighted the issues with the current design and began to ideate around ways to
incorporate the chip into the package. During the course of this discussion the concept of
the Toy Story 2 package was reviewed as an option. The idea of inserting a chip into a
small thermoformed tray was discussed. This concept would have violated the patent
issued to GeneralMills (See Appendix A) and was abandoned. However, the concept
had merit ifthe team could re-engineer the inserting ofthe chip into the package in a
similar manner.
In January 2000 the carton supplier provided the Kraft teamwith some hand-
drawn concepts for how the promotion could be executed. The concept, as seen
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Figure 9. Conceptual Drawing: Halloween 2000 Promotion
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in Figure 9, was an excellent example ofre-engineering competitive packages. The
conceptual design identified a die-cut hole in the back of the carton in which the chip,
adhered to a 'backer card' was inserted. The Toy Story 2 promotion utilized a small
thermoformed tray inserted into the upper right-hand face panel ofthe carton. In the case
ofthe Halloween package, the team identified an opportunity to re-engineer this concept
by inserting the chip into the back center near the top of the carton. The chip needed to
be as close to the top of the box as possible, so it would activate when exposed to light.
The backer card would replace the need for the tray, and graphics could be incorporated
to blend the card with the back of the carton. The chip itselfwould act as the premium
and would be inserted into the die-cut hole. This process would take some development
as the final size ofthe hole and the chip needed to be as tight as possible, yet allowing for
easy insertion by the co-packer. The backer card and chip would be secured into the hole
by a clear piece ofadhesive tape similar to that utilized by General Mills for the Toy
Story 2 promotion. Figure 10 shows the concept for the General
Mills' Cocoa Puffs
"Gold Coin" package which is identical to the Toy Story 2 package.
Figure 10. Re-engineering General
Mills' Trav Design
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RESULTS
The process flow diagram in Figure 1 1 highlights the multiple steps that were
required to implement and launch the Halloween 2000 promotion. The Halloween
promotionwas an excellent example ofhow the tool ofcompetitive re-engineering could
be used successfully. The effective re-engineering ofthe thermoformed tray and the
substitution ofthe backer card was critical to the success ofthe Halloween design.
Backer Cards
produced and
Shipped from
GPC to Clegg
AUL inserts
chip/card
into die-cut carton
I
Adhesive tape
applied
to secure chip
into package
Cartons
produced
by GPC w/
die cut
window
Figure 1 1 . Halloween 2000 Process Flow Diagram
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Additionally, the ability ofthe Halloween Team to act as a small, nimble
organization allowed it to execute and launch this promotion despite the multiple
challenges. The quick response time to the various issues allowed the team to take this
project from concept to launch in 8 months. This is phenomenal given the historically
long launch cycles of 12-1 8 months. The biggest pieces oftime were saved in the early
phase ofdesign with the use ofcompetitive re-engineering. The concept ofthe window
and the insertion ofthe tray provided the teamwith a practical design on which to build.
This cycle of re-engineering and improvement on competitive packaging is a continuous
process. As each manufacturer develops and executes a project, the competition analyzes
and dissects this package to further their knowledge and provide the opportunity for
further improvement. This cycle ofcontinuous re-engineering will be discussed further
in the next case study on the development oftheMLB 2001 package.
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CHAPTER VI
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 2001 PROMOTION
Figure 12. Major League Baseball Packaging 2001
PROMOTION BACKGROUND
The Post cereals'marketing team approached the packaging R&D team in July
2000 with an opportunity to develop an innovative package to tie inwith aMajor League
Baseball (MLB) promotion (See Figure 12). The key to the development was the timing;
the promotion was scheduled to release to trade in April 2001, leaving only sixmonths to
complete. As with the Halloween 2000 promotion, the use ofcross-functional teams was
critical to meeting the aggressive timeline.
The promotionwas tied to MLB, the MLB Players Association, and the Baseball
Hall ofFame. The premium for this promotion was an 18-card set ofcurrent players and
an 8-card set ofHall ofFame inductees with 500+ homeruns (See Figure 13). The
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opportunity to develop innovative packaging was something the team had done
successfully with the Halloween 2000 promotion. The challenge ofthe MLB teamwas
to exceed the speed-to-market expectations achieved with Halloween 2000 and to match
the ability ofthe competitive packages to visually highlight the premiums as seen in
Figure 6.
Figure 13. Graphics Define both Collector Sets.
RE-ENGINEERING LEADS TO INNOVATION
The development oftheMLB packaging is another example ofhow to innovate
by re-engineering
competitors'
packages. The idea for the insertion ofthe baseball cards
into theMLB package was an adaptation from aWheaties (General Mills) promotional
package released in the summer of 1999 which featured a Tiger Woods' CD-ROM. This
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package incorporated a full-size CD-ROM into a die-cut window in the front panel ofthe
package. The carton manufecturer had inserted the CD-ROM into the window, via a pick-
and-place system, during the side-seam gluing ofthe carton. The process by which the
CD-ROMwas placed in the window was ascertained by looking at the CD-ROM itself
and dissecting the adhesive and the premium. There was neither a tear nor perforations
on the edges of the sleeve into which the CD was placed. Perforations would have
indicated bandoleering, a muchmore automated and cost-efficient system for inserting
premiums in-line. Therefore, it was concluded that the premiummust have been adhered
at the carton manufacturer or co-packer. Ifthis was true, then GeneralMills was using a
very slow, cumbersome, and inefficient system.
In order to confirm this belief, the Post team contacted a very large carton
manufecturer to inquire how this was accomplished. The carton manufecturer confirmed
the team's assumption and reviewed a system that had been purchased for the pick-and-
place application ofa CD-ROM into a window.
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Figure 14. Competitive Re-engineering GeneralMills' Honey-Nut Cheerios Package
As seen in Figure 14, the concept for the use ofa window is not new. The use of
bandoleering the premiums versus a pick-and-place system, was the solution identified by
the Post team as a result ofcompetitive re-engineering. The solution to re-engineering
these packages was discovering how to insert a 2-D premium into a window more
quickly and more efficiently than the competition. The bandoleering process had been
used many times by Post for 2-D promotions. The process for bandoleering premiums
requires the over-wrapper to perforate the separation ofthe premiums. This is
accomplished during the over-wrapping process with horizontal form-fill and seal
equipment (HFFS). The premiums are fed into a HFFS machine and moved through the
machine with lug-sets that keep the premiums separated. The premiums are then over-
wrapped and sealed with the use ofheat seal jaws. The process ofmaking sure the skip-
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score pattern placed in the seal is uniform across the width ofthe seal during
bandoleering is vital to ensuring proper operating speeds. This is critical during the
insertion process as the over-wrapped premiums are being perforated and glued at speeds
up to 30,000/hour. The uniformity of this perforation is thus critical to maintaining
consistent line speeds and optimizing the financial viability ofbandoleering.
The MLB teamworkedwith the carton manufacturer and the premium over-
wrapper to develop a system for high-speed insertion during the manufecture ofthe
carton. The process would be similar to that ofthe CD-ROMs (See Figure 15), but rather
than use a pick-and-place system, the cartonmanufecturer would insert the premiums
into the window using a vision system and with the premiums bandoleered in case
quantities.
To ensure there weren't any patents associated with this packaging concept, the
Legal Department at Kraft was contacted to conduct a patent search. The result ofthe
patent search revealed no restrictions to the use ofa window to display the premium or
the bandoleering process with which to insert the premiums. The insertionmethodology
that the MLB packaging team developed for the baseball cards would be very different
than that ofthe CD-ROM packages. The ability to take a competitor's package and
improve on the original design is one ofthe key benefits ofre-engineering. The concept
ofputting a CD-ROM in a window was certainly not a new idea, but trying to insert a
bandoleered 2-D premium at high speeds and efficiencies was an opportunity to gain a
competitive advantage.
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Figure 15. 2-D Premiums Dominate RTE Cereal Landscape
RESULTS
The MLB 2001 project was a great example ofhow the re-engineering process
facilitates the speed-to-market with which the promotion could be executed and launched.
The integration of the cartonmanufacturer/supplier in the early development stage of this
promotion was paramount to meeting the very aggressive timeline. As was the case with
the Halloween 2000 promotion, the success of this promotion was tied to the commitment
ofthe entire team. Throughout the process, variousmembers ofthe team played vital
roles in the execution ofthe promotion. It would be impossible to launch a promotion
with the complexity ofMLB without a diverse and dedicated project team. The concept
ofcompetitive re-engineering and the design improvement that resulted led to a very
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successful promotion that went from concept to market in sixmonths which is much
shorter than the traditional 12-18 months timeframe. The speed-to-market provided Post
cereals with a distinct competitive advantage to General Mills and Kellogg. The
aggressive execution of the project also allowed Kraft to launch the promotion to
coincide with the start of the 2001 MLB season. The timing ofthe launch inApril, with
the start ofthe 2001 MLB schedule, along with the execution ofadvertising, provided the
sales organization a strong selling platform. In the first several weeks ofthe promotion
Post sold nearly 1 5,000 modules ofFruity Pebbles and Cocoa Pebbles. This was twice
the estimate originally forecasted by the sales organization. The use of re-engineering and
cross-functional teams provided yet another example ofhow large organizations can
innovate by thinking small.
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CONCLUSION
The researcher concludes that large organizations are impeded in their ability to
innovate by their large size. This fact of life in large organizations leads to a focus of
specfelizing on process versus innovation. Thus, as organizations expand, their focus
switches from innovation to specialization. In order to break the cycle of specialization,
organizations can employ the tool ofcompetitive intelligence. The use ofCI alerts
organizations to competitive change and fosters opportunities for innovation. The tool of
re-engineering is one element ofCI that can be employed as part ofa larger CI program.
The use of re-engineering allows organizations to benchmark and define competitive
questions like costs, operations reliability, and customer marketing preferences.
The Halloween andMLB promotions were excellent examples ofhow the tool of
competitive re-engineering was used successfully. The successful re-engineering of the
thermoformed tray and the substitution ofthe backer card were critical to the success of
the Halloween design. The re-engineering of this package/patent was the inspiration to
the development ofthe Halloween 2000 sound chip design. The concept ofthe CD-ROM
in the Honey-Nut Cheerios package provided the stimulus of innovation for the MLB
package.
The Halloween and MLB case studies also highlighted how to act as a small,
nimble organization. The speed to market allowed both promotions to be executed and
launched with very short lead-times. The quick response time to the various issues
allowed the team to take both ofthese projects from concept to launch in 6-8 months.
This is phenomenal, given the historically long launch cycles of 12-1 8 months. In
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addition to the successful launch ofboth promotions on October 9, 2001, members ofthe
Halloween 2000 team, including the researcher, were awarded a U.S. Patent for this
design (See Appendix C). The team had successfully launched the promotion and created
a packaging design that prevented the competition from duplicating it.
The use of re-engineering and the improvement on competitive packaging is a
continuous cycle. As manufacturers develop products, the competition analyzes and
dissects these products to further their own knowledge. This information can then be
used to gain a competitive edge. The future of large organizations will depend on CI and
re-engineering to maintain a focus on innovation and growth.
Throughout the thesis, the researcher applied specific Post cereal packaging
projects to validate the statement that re-engineering can be used as a tool for innovation.
In the case ofboth the Post Cereal Halloween and MLB promotions, the process was very
successful in accomplishing what it set out to do, spread the seeds of innovation. The
success that the re-engineering tool provided can be used for any new packaging
development project at any organization. It is the hope of the researcher that this thesis
may be used in the future to guide and stimulate innovative packaging ideas.
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APPENDIX A
US patent # 5,379,886; Brauner et al., 1995; PACKAGE INCLUDING A
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[57] ABSTRACT
A package (10) is disclosed including a tray (22) having
an annular flange (34) extending from the open end (26)
of a basket (24) receiving a promotional device (38).
The open end (26) of the basket (24) is closed by a dear
membrane label (32) extending thereover and onto the
flange (34) to seal the promotional device (38) in the
basket (24). The basket (24) is inserted into an opening
(20) formed in a panel (14) of a carton (12) until the
flange (34) abuts with the panel (14) around the opening
(20). A second label (36) is secured over the tray (22)
and to the panel (14) around the flange (34) to attach the
tray (22) to the carton (12). To temporarily lock the tray
(22) to the canon (12) prior to the securementtof the
second label (36), the basket (24) can be friction fit in the
opening (20). can include detents (40) formed in the side
walls (28) of the basket (24) for abutting with the panel
(14) opposite to the flange (34), or the like.
21 Claims. 1 Drawing Sheet
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5.379.886
PACKAGE INCLUDING A SEPARATELY FORMED
PREMIUM TRAY
BACKGROUND
10
15
20
25
30
The present invention generally relates to packaging,
particularly relates to packaging including a premium.
and specifically relates to packaging including a sena-
raieiv formed tray for receipt of a promotional premium
in the sale of products such as cereal.
Due to the fierce competition in the marketing of
breakfast cereals, it is the practice ofmany cereal manu
facturers to include a premium with the cereal to pro
mote the sale of the rrrral beyond the marketability of
the cereal itself. It can certainly be appreciated that
such promotional devices must meet several require
ments. First, as such devices are typically given away
with the product, such devices must be relatively inex
pensive to manufacture. Additionally, such devices
must have the ability to be easily included with the
product without disruption of the normal handling of
such product. Thus, it is desirable that the promononal
device be includablewith the productwithout requiring
different boxes, cartons, or the like, which would in
crease the cost of product production. Similarly, the
promotional device should hot require special handling
or care py the manufacturer and retailer of the product
beyond that normally given the product without the
promononal device. But most important, the promo
tional device should have consumer appeal to maximize
the promotional value of the device.
Promotional devices include items like coupons, toys,
novelty items, or the like which are placed in the boxes
of the product. It can then be appreciated that the pro- 35
motional device is hidden inside the box and often ac
cess to the promotional device can occur only after
consumpnon of most, if not all, of the product. Thus,
the promononal value is reduced in that only facsimile
representations of the promononal device are available
at the tune of purchase and customer enjoyment of the
promononal device is delayed. This is also disadvanta
geous for other reasons. First, as the pretmam can not
be seen from the outside of the box, it is impossible for
themanufacturer to verify that a promononal device is 45
actually present and has not been omitted from any
particular box without opening the box and thus de
stroying its marketability. Omission of the promotional
device results in customer dissatisfaction andmay actu
ally reduce themarketability of the product. Addition
ally, to promote the sale of the product and as the cus
tomer cannot see the promotional device, theoutside of
the box includes printing advertising the r-rmrnrr of
the promotional device. Thus, it is necessary to inven
tory a variety ofdifferent cartons with different graph
ics corresponding to the promotion devices inrended to
be utilized. In addition to the extra inventory costs, it
can be appreciated that this is very inflexible in the
ability to change the promotional device because of
unavailability or changingmarket conditions, for exam
ple.
It is thus an objectof thepresent invention to provide
packaging which etnowt a promotional device sepa
rately from the sale of a product, and especially
Yet snorhrr object of the present invention is to pro
vide such novel packaging wherein the promotional
device can be added after the product has been placed
in the box.
U is still further an obiect of the present invention to
provide sucn novel packagingwherein tne
promononal
device or a variety 01 types can be added to a generic
box.
Still anotaer object of the present mvennon is to
allow a promotional device to be added at the end of the
production line or off-line at an alternate site to the
product manufactured in a conventional manner.
In yet another object of the present invention, the
promononal device is viewable from the outside of the
canon for the product.
In still another object of the present invention, access
to the promononal device is allowed without requiring
consumption of all or part of the product within the
carton.
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SUMMARY
Surprisingly, these objects and other aims can be
satisfied in the field of promotional devicesm the saleof
products by providing, in the most preferred form, a
method for packaging and a package wherem a basket
ofa tray is inserted into an opening formed in a panel of
the carton until a flange extending from the open end of
the basket abuts with the panel outside of the opening.
with the promotional device being received in the bas
ket. A label is secured over the tray and to the panel
outside of the opening and the flange for retaining the
tray to the panel, with a separate label beingprovided in
the most preferred form for retaining the promononal
device in the basket.
The pteaeut invention wfll became clearer in light of
the fallowing detailed description of an illustrative em
bodimentofthis invention described in connectionwith
the drawings.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The illustrative embodiment may best be described
by reference to the accompanying drawings where:
FIG. 1 shows an exploded perspective view of a
package including a separately formed premium tray
according to the preferred teachings of the present
invention.
FIG. 2 shows a cross-sectional view of the premium
tray ofFIG. 1 according to section line22 ofFIG. 1.
All Figures are drawn for ease of explanation of the
basic twhiwg* of the present invention only; themm-
'
aons of the Figures with respect to number, position,
relationship, and dimensions of the parts to form the
preferred embodiment will be rxplainrri or will be
within the skill of the art after the following teachings
ofthepresent invention have been read and understood.
Further, the exact rfjfwnnn and dimensional propor
tions to conform to.specific force, weight, strength, and
similar requirementswillLikewise bewithin the skill of
the art after the fallowing teachings of the present in
vention nave been read and understood.
Where used in the various Figures of the drawings.
the same numerals designate the same or
mmIm- parts.
Furthermore, when the terms "top", "bottom", "first",
"second", "inside", "outside", "front", "back", "outer",
"inner", "upper". *nower", "height", "width".
"length**, "end", "side", and similar terms are used
herein, it should be understood that these terms have
referenceonly to the structure shown in thedrawingsas
it would appear to a person viewing the drawings and
are *"**-< only to facilitate describing the invention.
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DESCRIPTION
A packaae according to the preterred teachings or
the present invennon is shown in the drawines ana
yenerailv designated 10. Generally, package 10 incluaes
an outer carton or box 12 and an inner imer for hoidinc
the product such as read-to-eat breakfast cereal to be
marketed. The liner can be formed of any suitablemate-
nal such as giasstne, wax paper, or plasnc and can be
formed in any suitable manner as is well known in the
art. The typical shape of carton 12 is a rectangular par
allelepiped having large face panels 14, side panels 16.
and top and bottom panels 18. Typically, carton 12 is
formed of a single layer of generally suffmaterial such
as cylinder grade, multi-ply paperboaxd. However, it
can be appreciated that carton 12 can have other shapes
and can be formed of other materials. Likewise, pack
age 10 can be utilized tomarket other types and kinds of
products as is well known m the art.
Carton 12 according to the preterred teachings or the
present invennon includes an opening 20 formed in at
least one of panels 14, 16, and 18 ano typicaliv panel 14
such as by die cutting. Opening 20 can have any desired
'
size and shape such as square as shown.
Package 10 according to the teachings of the present
invention further includes a tray 22. Tray 22 generally
includes a basket 24which is generally closed except for
an open end 26. In the preferred form shown, basket 24
is in the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped including
four fiat tidewalls 28 extending generally perpendicular
from open end 26 and a flat bottom wail 30 extending
generally perpendicular to side walls 2S and parallel to
and spaced from open end 26*. It can then be appreciated
thatbasket 24 can have other shapes such as semispheri-
cal or portions thereof. Tray 22 further mrhiH^ an
annular flange 34 extending around and from open end
26 Tray 22 in themost preferred form includes a clear
membrane label 32ofa size slightly smaller 'ttitm ,nrf for
adherance to flange 34 and extending over and closing
open end 26, with label 32 being parallel to and spaced
from bottomwall 30 in themost preterred form. Basket
24 has a depth which is substantially larger rhm^ the
thickness of panel 14, 16, or 18 including opening 20 in
the most preferred form. Further, cross sections ofbas
ket 24 parallel to flange 34 are of a size equal to or 45
smaller than opening 20, with the cross secnons of bas
ket 24 adjacent to flange 34 being of a size and,shape
generally equal to and for slideable receipt in opening
20 in the preferred form. In the most preferred form,
basket24 and flange34of tray 22 are formed of opaque
material such as thermoformed plastic.
Package 10 according to the preferred tMrhip; Qf
the present invention further includes a second, adhe
sive label 36 ofa size larger than flange 34of tray 22. In
the most preferred form, label 36 is formed of a clear,
transparent membrane having an adhesive located on
one tideat leastaround theperiphery thereof. Label 36
further can include copy primed thereon such as identi
fying and/or advertising the particular promotional
device 38 to be fnnludcd with the product. Copy can be 60 vices 38. Additionally, labels 32 and/or 36 can rncjude
printed alternately on label 32 or on both labels 32 and copy identifying and/or advertising the particular type
36, ifdesired. Device 38 which is only diagrsmatically or kind ofpromotional device38 located in basket 74. It
shown is preferably of a size to fit totally within basket - can then be appreciated that carton 12 can be of a ge-
24 cf tray 22 and specifically is not.of a size to extend neric variety which does not identify whether or not a
through or protrude from open end 26 of basket 24 of 65 promotional device 38 is included, and only those car-
tray 22. tons 12 hi which"a promotional device 38 is rirshrri to
Now that the basic construction of package 10 ac- be mrinrlrri having opening 20 die cat or otherwise
cording to thepreterred teachings of the present inven- formed therein. Similarly, canon 12 could identify aud
io
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t ion has been explained, a preferred manner ofmanurac-
lure ano further features thereot can be set forth and
appreciated. Spectticailv, canon 12 can be set up, the
etnp carton 12 filled with suitable product such as
ready-to-eat breakfast cereal contained in a liner, and
lap ana bottom panels 18 folded "<* sealed in a conven
tional manner, aside from canon 12 including opening
20. Thus, package 10 according to the teachings ol the
present invennon does not interfere with the current
production set-up for the product. At the end of the
production line or even off-line at an alternate site, tray
22 is positioned such that basket 24 extends through
opening 20 and flange 34 abuts with panel 14, 16, or 18
around opening 20. In the most preferred form, tray 22
including device 38 retained therein by label 32 Is pre
formed as a separately mtwhi>< unit. Thus, promo
tional device 38 is *** and effectively enclosed at all
sides by basket 24 and label 32 in tray 22. Label 36 can
then be positioned to adhere or be otherwise secured at
least to panel 14. 16. or 18 around the entire periphery
of flange 34 and overlies flange 34. label 32, and open
end 26. This. label 36 retains tray 22 relative to carton
12 with basket 24 positioned in opening 20 and also
further captures promotional device 38 within basket 24
of tray 22. It can then be appreciated that after pur
chase, the consumer can either puncture labels 32 and
36 or tear offlabels 32 and 36 for access to and removal
of promotional device 38 from basket 24.
In the most preferred form of the present invention
and- to assist in the assembly of package 10. suitable
provisions are provided to temporarily lock tray 22 in
opening
20*
before label 36 is applied to pievent tray 22
from separating from carton 12wmlecanon 12and tray
22 are moved along the production line towards the
application position of label 36. In a first preferred form,
tray 22 includes sentispfaerical basses or detents 40
formed in oneormoreof sidewails 28 and spaced from
and extending parallel to flange 34a distance for receipt
of a thickness of panel 14, 16, or 18 extending around
opening 20. It can then be appreciated that detents 40
generally allow movement into opening 20 to be posi
tioned on the opposite side of panel 14, 16, or 18 than
flange34 but abut with the opposite sideofpanel 14, 16.
or 18 after insertion and when tray 22 is attempted to he
withdrawn from opening 20. However, it can be appre-
ciated that label 36 is relied upon as the primarymethod
of retention of tray 22 In opening 20 in the final com
mercial form of package 10. Thus, detents 40 need not
be of an elaborate structure winch would increase the
overall costof tray 22according to the preferred teach
ings of the present invention. Similarly, the use of a
friction-fit between side walls 28 of tray 22 adjacent
flange 34 and opening 20 can bemilrmi to temporarily
lock tray 22 in opening20before application of label36,
with label 36 again being relied upon as the primary
method of retention of tray 22 in opening20 in die final
commercial form of package 10. v
It can then be appreciated that basket 24 can hold a
variety of different kinds and types of promotional de-
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5 6
or advertise that a promononal device i8 is present but 4. The pacieaee of claim 2 wherein the label is secured
not identity and/or advertise the particular type or kind :o the panel ennreiy around the flange.
oi promouonal device 38 located in basket 24. Thus, the 5. The package claim 1 further comprising, in
inventory requirements for canon 12 can be reduced. combination: means for temporaniv locking the tray to
Additionally, package 10 according to the preferred 5 the canon for holding the tray to the canon prior to the
teachings ot the president invennon has the ability to secuxement of the label to the panel.
rapidly change the type or kind of promononal device * The package of claim S wherein the basket includes
38 to be included due to unavailability or changing at least a first side wail extending from the flange; and
market conditions, for example. In the most preferred wherem the temporary locking means comprises a fric-
fonn. labels 32 and/or 36 include copy printed thereon. 1 don fit between the basket and the opening, with the
which copy could identify and/or advertise the pamcu- sia*wall having a cross section adjacent to the flangeof
lar type or land of promotional device 38 contained in a **** generally equal to and for friction fit within the
basket 24. opening.
la themost preferred form, at least portions of labels 7- The package ofclaim 5 wherem the basket includes
32 and 36 positioned over open end 26 of basket 24 are i5 at 'essc a firsI Sltic wau extending from the flange; and
transparent and allow viewing ofpromotional device 38 wherein the temporary lockingmeans comprises at least
located in basket 24 therethrough. Due to the opaque x first detenz farmed in the side wall spaced from and
nature of basket 24, it is not possible to view the interior extending parallel to the flange a distance for tempi of
of carton 12 through opening 20 which would be a tne *rrictfnrw ot the panel and allowing movement into
disrxacnon to promotional device 38 that tray 22 is ~ tne opening to be positioned on the opposite side of the
intended to feature. Thus, the promononal value of panel trianme flange and abnrnngwm the panel oppo-
device 38 is enhanced since the consumer can actually ^ tne flan8e-
view device 38 before purchasing the product and can 8" The P*0****5 of claim l wherein the first and
sec-
have rnimrrtmir accesstirility to device 38 without re- on0 iaoels *** transparent.
quiring consumption of all or pan of the product in- M 9" Thie Pack*e of cXaim 8 whem at least one of the
eluded within carton 12. This advantage is especially hbtia mciudes ^P* Pted
thereon.
important for young consumers having no or lunited 10' Thc ****** of clann * therein the basket is
ability to read. Further, themanufacturer ofpackage 10 '^'^l , , . .
according to the preferred teachings of thTpresent.
VL-p*pK^*taml*A*mibexxgm^*m
invention can verify, without destroying fhe rnaxket- *SSct^ the ah^ofTretSnnX nandlJeSed.
ability ofpackage 10. that each package 10 has a promo- ^*^tl*? *?** [a reca &** Puelepm
tional device 38 and that itwas not omitted,mtBreduc.
^Method for packaging a product and ajanmo-
inn customer '*'M"|*fiirai tional device comprising the steps of: providing a
car-
Thus since the invention disclosed herem may be
tQn <=oa*ainin* the Product and including at least one
embodied in other specific forms without de^thm
M ^J^S * dafaifsiand J**0*** " 0pe,mS
fm_ rhr. -i-i. _ _Zr-i.
* ucpanmg formed in the panel of the carton; providing a trayfrom the spirit or general characteristics thereof, some ;-,,,, a h*.^ a-ri . fl, with ihm h,<iJ* h.v,n
ofwhich forms have been i**i~.A the entyviLmr. including basket and a flange, it t e basket having
j__Z~i
"
.
Ivoo mcacaten. n mbodiments ^_, g^ ^^ a aeotiL substantially larger than thedescribed herem are to be considered in all rw>-i<; *Zj ^^ ,.i 7,
" "y "*s *?" ""=
iii^cranv,. ,ri t-
"'T** tmclmrw of the panel and of a size for receipt mto the
^TZ^t^^^^ The scope of the inven- n openmg formed m the panel and for receiptof the pro-ion is to be indicated by the appended claims, rather tial device, with the flange extending from thethan by the foregoing description, and all chances "*"*""".- "**= " '= ~7 T^
which come wimhVtiie menmg and rangeVe^tivT-
"**"JnE tto |miaoti device through the
What is -iimH
uuarexn. flange and extendmg over the open end to retain the
i p*.. fr~ * ,~i..~ i ,
*5 Promotional device in the basket,with the first label not
li* *** a *ramooanai.a** extending outside of the flange; mserting the basket
32SEJ^T^i* CaXt1L ?3aouaa^ * with the promotional device retained in the basket byproduct and including at least one panel having a thick- ^ fi^ &bel into the onenmg until the flanm abuts
the opening formed intfae panel and for recerpt of the 13.Timmethod ofclaim 12wherein the inserting steppromononal device, with the flange extendmg from the includes the step of temporarily lixddng the tray to theopen end for abuxang with the panel oude;of the carton for holding ttetray to thVcaruan prior to the
opening; a first label of a sue which does npt extend secuxement of the second label to the paneL
outside of the flange and winch is secured toHhefiange 14 Themethod of chum 12 whereinrOeTnnrmoraruyfor retaining the promotional devicem the basket hide- loekmg step cornprises the step of frictiTfiUig the
pendent of the seenremem of the basket and the* flange basketwithin theWpenmg.
to thepanehand a second label ofa size larger than the is.Themethod of claim 13 wherem the temporarilyflange tor securementto the panel outside of the open- locking step comprises the steps ofpro^dingltleast a
inn and the flange for retammg the traywith thc promo- first detent formed in the basket spaced from and ex-
ticmai device roamed in the basket by the first label to tending parallel to the flange a distance for receipt of
tta*P*P~*
_,__i
the thickness of the paneh and posrtionmg the detent on2. The package ofcbnml wherein the flange is amm- 65 the opposite side of the panel than the flange for abut-
lar and abuts with the^el around the openmg. tingwith the panel opposite the flange
3. Thepackage of claim 1 wherem the label includes 16. Themethod of chum 12 wherem the tray provid-
ing step conujuies the step of providing the tray having
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che flange of an annular shaoe. with the flange abutune
with the panel around the opening.
17. The method of claim 16 wherein the secunne
means comprises the step of securing the second label
ennrelv around the flange.
18. The method of claim 12 wherem the first label
securing step comprises the step of securing the first
label having an outer periphery of a size and shape
corresponding to and generally equal to the outer pe
riphery of the flange; and wherem the second label
securing step comprises the step of securing the second
label having an outer periphery larger than the outer
periphery of the flange at all points around the outer
periphery of the flange.
19. The method of claim 18 wherem the providing
step comprises the step of providing the canon having
a rectangular parallelepiped shape including first and
second face panels, first and second side panels, and top
8
10
15
and bonom panels defining a hollow interior containing
the product: and wherein the basket inserting step com
prises the step of inserting the basket into the hollow
interior of the canon through the opening.
20. The package of claim 1 wherem the flange has an
outer penpherv; wherem the first label has an outer
periphery of a size and shape corresponding to and
generally equal to theouter periphery of the flange; and
wherein thc second label has an outer periphery larger
than the outer periphery of the flange at all points
around the outer periphery of the flange.
2L The package of claim 20 wherein the carton has a
rectangular parallelepiped shape including first and
second face panels, first and second side panels, and top
and bonom panels defining a hollow interior containing
the product; with the basket being inserted into the
hollow interior of the carton through the opening.
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[57| ABSTRACT
A light-activated, sound-providing device (22) is secured to
the upper surface ot amounting hoard ( 12) by a him formed
of translucent material (26) thereby scaling thc sound-
providing device (22) therebetween, llic souod-providiog
device (22) is mounted spaced from the longitudinal end of
the mounting board (12) which is inserted between the bag
(38) and thc package (16) so that thc sound-providing device
(22) is positioned adjacent ihe lop of the hag (38}. In a
preferred form, thc souod-providuig device (22) is not
activated while in the interior ol a closed package (16) hut
when thc package (16) is opened, the sound-providing
device (22) is activated providing a sound for prize
announcement, attention getting, or a similar function. A
removable, opaque label (34) is positioned on the translu
cent material (26) over thc sound-providing device (22) to
prevent light from activating the sound-providing device
(22) during handling and manipulation of thc sound-
providing assembly (10) aad in the preferred form is
removed prior to its placement and scaling in thc package
(16).
19 Claims. 2 Drawing Sheets
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1
I'UI/.K ANNOUNCKMKM ASSKMHI.Y AND
ITS MANUFACTURE
BACKGROUND
The present invennon generally relates in assemblies 5
providing a sound when exposed 10 light and ihcir method
ol manulaciure, specifically relates, lo assemblies inleoiled lo
be placed in closed packages and in a preterred form which
provide a sound when the package is opened, and particu
larly in thc most preferred form to assemblies which audibly j0
announce the winning of a prize when itae package us
opened.
Due lo ihe licrce compeuuon m (he marketing ul break
fast cereals, it is the practice of many cereal manufacturers
to include a premium with Ihe cereal lo promote the sale ol IS
the cereal beyond the marketability ol the cereal itself, it can
certainly be appreciated (hat such promotional devices must
meet several requirements, First, as such devices are typi
cally given away with thc product, such devices must be
relatively inexpensive to manufacture. Additionally, such 2
devices must have thc ability to be easily included with thc
product without disruption ol the normal handling ol such
product. Thus, it is desirable that thc promotional device be
includable with the product without requiring different
boxes, cartons, or the bke, which would increase the cost of 25
product production. Similarly, ihe promotional device
should not require special handling or care by the manufac
turer and retailer of the product heyond that normally given
the product without thc promotional device. But most
important, the promotional device should have consumer -
appeal to maximize thc promotional value of the device.
Iruis, a need continues to exist for unique marketing
techniques for increasing the appeal and desirability of
products and which can be economically included with the
product and which meet thc requirements of promotional
devices in the trade.
SUMMARY
Surprisingly, thc present invention solves this need and
other problems in die field of promotional devices hy
providing, in thc preferred form, a sound-providing device
secured to the upper surface of a mounting board hy a film
formed of translucent material adhered to thc upper surface
nf the mounting board to thereby seal the sound-providing
device against contamination and migration wbdc allowing
sound lo he provided by the sound-providing device when
exposed to light. In the preferred form, a plurality of
sound-providing assemblies are interconnected as a continu
ous strip and arc cut between thc sound-providing devices to
form a plurality tif individual .sound-providing assemblies.
In a preferred aspect, thc sound-providing assembly is
placed within Ihe interior or a package and in its most
preferred form thc sound-providingdevice isnot activated in
the packagewhile in its closed condition and is activated as 55
soon as thc package is opened. In other aspectsof thc present
invention, Ihe sound-providing device is mounted adjacent
to one of thc longitudinal ends of thc mounting board and
positioned adjacent Ihe tup of a bag by the opposite end of
the mounting board being inserted between the bag and thc 6Q
package.
It is thus an object of the present invention to provide a
novel assembly for providing a sound in connectionwith the
marketing of products.
It is further an object of the present invention to provide s
a novelmethod formanufacturing a sound-providing assem
bly for use in connection with the marketing of products.
.15
li is turilicr an object ot (lie preseut uivcntiou to provide
such a novel sound-providing assembly lor increasing; the
marketability ot products beyoud the attributes of the prod
uct itself.
[I is further an object of Ihe present invention lo provide
such a novel sound-providing assembly which significantly
increases thc cntmisiasm that consumers view products,witb
all or only some ot such products including sound-pmviding
assemblies.
It is further an object nf the present invention to provide
such a novel sound-providing assembly which can be easdy
manufactured, handled, and manipulated.
Il is further an object of the present invention lo provide
such a novel sound-providing assemblywhich can be placed
in packages in low tolerance operations.
Il is further an object of Ihe present invention lo provide
such a novel sound-providing assembly which can be
utilized, without mudiUcaiiun. in packages of differing sues.
It is further an object of thc present invention lo provide
such a novel sound-providing assembly which is sealed
against contamination and migration.
These and further objects and advantages of the present
invention will become clearer in light of the following
detaded description of an illustrative embodiment of this
invention described in connection with Ihe drawings.
DUSCKIPIION Ol- Till: DRAWINGS
The illustrative embodiment may best be described by
reference lo Ihe accompanying drawings where:
FIG. 1 shows a diagrammatic side view showing amethod
ofmanufacture of a sound-providing assembly according to
the preferred teachings of thc present invennon. J
1'IG. 2 shows a perspective view of a package which is
partially broken away to show the sound-providing assem
bly according to the preferred teachings of the present
invention.
FIG. 3 shows a lop plan view of a souod-providing
assembly according lo the preferred teachings of the present
invention.
FIG. 4 shows a cross-sectional view of thc sound-
providing assembly of FIG. 3 according to section line 4 1
of FIG. 3.
1'IG. 5 shows a bottom plan view of the souod-providing
assembly of FIG. 3.
All figures are drawn for ease of explanation of the basic
teachingsof the present invention only; the extensionsof the
Figures with respect lo number, position, relaltomhip, and
dimensions of the parts lo form the preferred embodiment
will be explained or will be within the skill of the out after
the following description has been read and understood.
Further, the exact dimensions and dimensional proportions
to conform to specific force, weight, strength, and similar
requirementswill likewise be within the skill ofdie art after
the following description has been read and understood.
Where used in the various iigures of Ihe drawings, the
same numerals designate thc same or sirnilar parts.
Furthermore, when Ihe terms "top", "bottom", Mfim",
"second", "front", "back", "rear", "upper", "lower,
"height", "width", "length", "end", "side", "lateral",
* tongirodinai'\ and similar terms arc used herein, il should
be understood thai these leans have reference only to Ihe
structure shown in the drawings as it would appear to a
person viewing the drawings and are utilized only lo facili
tate describing the ilhuurauve embodiment.
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OtSCRUMlON
10
.Vn audible message pnzc assembly manulacturcd accord
ing lo the prelerred teachings ol ihe present invention is
shown in the drawings and generally dcsicuatcd 10.
Specilically, * mounting board L2 is fabricated from an
c.istlv cutablc stock such as papcrboard. la thc most pre
ferred form, tbe upper surface ol boaril 12 includes indicia
18 such as bui not limited to graphics and printed material
appropriate lor assembly 10 in promoting the sale of a
package 16 into which assembly 10 is desired lo he inserted.
Likewise, the lower surface of board 12 can also include
indicia 20 such as but not limited to printed lines extending
transversely across board 12 Tor purposes of indicating the
longitudinal leugth ofboard 12.Alternately, iudicia 20 could
he in the form of perforation lines extending through board
12.
Assembly 10 further includes a Light activated sound-
providing device 22. Generally, device 22 has a housing 23
including a oat lower surface and in the most preferred form
is of a sufficient size so as lo prevent accidentally being
ingested by a consumer, particularly a small child. Such
cmlHidimenls. of course, find particular suitability for use in
connection with packages 16 for consumer food items such
asbreakfast cereal. Device 22 further includes provisions tor
producing or providing a sound when a light sensor 25 is
exposed lo light. It should be appreciated that assembly 10
can be used as a toy premium, with the sound provided by
device 22 increasing the amusement or play value of assem
bly 10. For example, housing 23 of device 22 could be
fabricated in the shape of a. figurine or the like, with light
sensor 25 positioned proximate thc eyes of the. figurine. By
covering and uncovering the -eyes of the figurine or in other
words light sensor 25of device 22. sound could be produced
by device 22 such as a sound in Ihe form of a roar or similar
sound appropriatewith thc shape of bousing 23 ofdevice 22.
Also, assembly 10 can be used as a prae announcementwith
device 22 providing a sound in the form of an audible
announcement or similar communication thai a sweepstakes
prize has been won by virtue of purchase of package 16.
However, assembly 10 can be used in other manners where
device 22 simply functions to get attention to assembly 10,
the contents of package 16, or the like.
Ln the most preferred form, assembly 10 further includes
a certificate 24 printed on paper stock. Certificate 24 can be
iu the form of a coupon for tbe future purchase of package
16, a printed message such as a prize announcement, thc
message itself could be the prize, or tbe like. Iu the*most
preferred form, certificate 24 is folded to a size approximat
ing the size of the lower surface of device 22.
Device 22 is placed on thc upper surface of board 12 at
consistent positions on the longitudinal length of board 12
and with sensor 25-being on thc upper surface of device 22
opposite to board 12. In the most preferred form, certificate
24 is also placed on hoard 12 andpreferably intermediate the 55
lower surfaceofdevice 22 and the upper surfaceofboard 12.
A film of translucent, thermoplastic material 26,which in
thc most preferred form is a suryln resin which is currcnUy
utilized in a variety of medical and food packaging
applications, is adhered to at least the upper surface of board, to
12 and overlays Ihe upper and edge surfaces of device 22
and any portions of certificate 24 extending beyond the
perimeter edges device 22.
Il can be appreciated that certificate 24 and/or device 22
can he adhered in other manners according to the teachings as
of ihe present invention. Particularly, conventional bubble
pack and blisterpack technology may he utilized. I ikewise,
20
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iu some applicauous. especially for uoufood applications, a
simple strip of clear packing tape can be adhered to the
upper surface ot board 12 and around certificate 24 and
device 22 and also can extend over the edgeso I board 12 and
additionally he adhered lo the lower surface oi board 12.The
use of packing tape or the like is advantageous as not
ixqumun the application ot heat during the formation of
assembly 10.
ln commercial practice, a removable, exterior, opaque
label 34 is adhered to or otherwise positioned onmaterial 26
iu a manner to overlay light sensor 25 of device 22. It cau
be appreciated that when light sensor 25 of device 22 is
exposed to light, device 22 provides a sound. Uy placing
label34 over fight sensor 25, device 22 is not activated even
though assembly 10 is exposed to light. Thus, premature
exhaustionof the battery or other energy source ofdevice 22
docs not occur during handling and manipulation of assem
bly 10. Similarly, repetitive sound activation frommultiple
devices 22 during handling and manipulation of a plurality
of assemblies 10 would possibly be annoying and undesir
able. Also, assembly 10 can Ixs stored or transported io
Lighted environments (or extended periods of lime without
causing device 22 to be activated.
ln die preferred form, a plurality of assemblies 10 are
provided as a continuous strip with the leading edge of one
assembly 10 being interconnected to die trailing edge of the
preceding assembly 10. In the preferred form, aneemhlimi 10
are separated such as hy earning with a suitable cutting
mechanism 36 to define first and second, longitudinally
spaced ends. Similarly, a plurality of assemblies 10 can be
provided with thc side edges of assemblies 10 being
interconnected, and in the most preferred form with assem
blies 10 arranged as an array. In such a form, assemblies 10
are separated such as hy cutting with a sukaJFile cutting
mechanism to define first and second side edges of assem
blies 10. Il can be appreciate! that labels 34 can be applied
before or after assemblies 10 arc separated from each other.
Additionally, it can be appreciated that assemblies 10can be
stored, transported, or otherwise handled in a separated
condition such as in slacks or in a connected condition such
as in a rolL
In thc preferred form, the longitudinal length between thc
(irsl and second endsol asKembly 10 is typically less than the
height of package 16 intowhich assembly 10 isdesired to be
inserted and in the preferred form is equal lo andpreferably
less than but in any case not greater than the height of the
shortest package 16 into which assembly 10 is desired to be
inserted. Ihe longitudinal length between the first and
second ends of assembly 10 is a multiple of limes greater
than thc longitudinal extent of device 22. The lateral width
between the first and second side edges of assembly 10 is
greater than thc lateral extent of certificate 24 and/or device
22 on qpard 12 and in thepreferred form is considerably less
than thc longitudinal length of assembly 10. It can then be
appreciated that the area of Ihe upper surface of board 12 of
assembly 10 is sufjsunrially larger than thc ansaofdevice 22
to allow viewing of indicia 18 through material 26 and
beyond thc perimeter of certificate 24 and/or device 22. In
the preferred form, device 22 is located adjacent to the first
end of board 12 and is spaced from the second end ofhoard
12 so that the second end of board 12 is available to be cut
for aparticularpackage 16 intowhich assembly 10 isdesired
to be inserted and/or for anchoring assembly 10 load -of
package 16.
In the preferred form where assembly 10 is utilized in a
prixe announcement, atlention getting, or similar function,
label 24 is removed from assembly 10 before its insertion
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utio package 16. It cau be appreciated that label 34 cau be
removed enher before or after assemblies 10 are separated
from each other. An individual assembly 10 is then placed in
package In In the preferred form, a bag 38, including
product, t.s located in ihe intenor ol package 16. Trie top til 5
bag 38 is spaced below or thc product contents inside of bag
38 is spaced below the Uip of package 16 so hag 38 can be
compressed to a positiou below the top ot package 16. Iu the
most preterred form, assembly 10 i.s placed in package 16 hy
inserting aud sliding the sccoud lougitudinal cud of assctn- 10
hly 10 between hag 38 and package 16 until device 22 is
positioned adjacent to the top of bag 38 iu a manner as
shown in no. 2. The lirst longitudinal end of assembly 10
is located within thc interior of package 16 and specifically
below the lop thereof. In Ihe preferred form, device 22 is ,s
positioned suniciendy close to the first longitudinal end so
lhal the lowersurface ofboard 12 of assembly 10 can fiushly
abut with package 16. that thc first, longitudinal end is
located al or below the lop of package 16. and lhal al ieasl
Light sensor 25 of device 22 is positioned adjacent the top of 2o
bag 38. It can be appreciated lhal al least the portion of
assembly 10 from the second longitudinal end to generally
where device 22 is secured lo board 12 is sandwiched
between die product contents of hag 38 and package 16 and
lends lo act as an anchor in generally holding assembly 10 ->5
in position in the interior of package 16 and relative to bag
38 and specifically generally prevents and al least severely
restricts movement of assembly It) in the interior of package
16. Although in thc most preferred form assembly 10 is
placed between hag 38 and one of the major faces of 30
package 16 for case of insertion, it can be appreciated that
assembly 10 can lie placed between bag 38 and one of the
side faces of package 16 if desired.
After assembly 10 is placed in package 16 in the desired
manner, package 16 can then be closed aud sealed in a
conventional manner. It can be appreciated that when pack
age 16 is in a closed condition preventing passage of light
into the interior thereof, assembly 10 is located within thc
iulerior thereof and specifically is uot exposed to light even
though package 16 is in a lighted environment. Thc n
individual, sealed packages 16 can be handled and retailed
in a conventional manner. However, it can be appreciated
thai when a consumer opens package 16 in a lighted envi
ronment in the normalmanner, light is allowed to pass into
the intenor of package 16 so that assembly 10 therein is as
exposed to light. Specifically, as device 22 is generally
located above the product contents of hag 38, bag 38 dues
not conform to the shape ofdevice 22 and typically lightwill
he allowed to pass between hag 38 and device 22 or in any
case device22will be exposed to light after normal rnanipu- su
lation in opening of bag 38 or when assembly 10 is with
drawn from between bag 38 and package 16. 'lhus, when
package 16 is opened, the light is sensed by light sensor 25
of device 22 which is thereby activated to provide a sound
such as an audible message.As an example, when assembly 55
10 b utilized in a prize announcement function, thc sound
provided by device 22 could be in the form of verbalizing
thc words "Youwon" together with thc background sounds
of cheers, applause, and the like.
Assembly 10 and its method of manufacture is particu- o
larly advantageous according to thc teachings of thc present
invention. Specifically, assembly 10 can be easily
manufactured, handled, and manipulated mechanically and/
urmanually in a relatively inexpensive manner by conven
tional packaging techniques without requiring any folding as
operations which must be formed manually or by compli
cated mechanisms. Additionally, boards 12 act as a carrier
tor devices 22. Boards 12 cau be casdy handled by conven
tional handling equipment. Additionally, devices 22 of a
variety ot shapes, sizes and configurations can be handled by
the same handling equipment with no or minimal adjust
ment. Further, hoards 12 act lo position devices 22 proxi
mate thc top end of package 16 and specifically the relatively
large area of hoard 12 prevents assembly 10 from sinking in
package 16 aud iu the preterred form below the contents of
hag 38. Positioning device 22 proximate the top of package
16 is especially important when assembly 10 is utilized in a
prrxe announcement function ho that device 22 provides the
audible message when package 16 is initially opened by the
consumer.
In the preferred form, the length and width of board 12
and thus of assembly 10 is less than the height, length and
width of package 16 and in the most preferred form is
relatively loose andwould be casdymovablewithin package
16 if not sandwiched between bag 38 and package 16. 'litis
is particularly advantageous as assembly 10 can be casdy
inserted in package 16 with low tolerance operation.
Additionally, many products arc sold in differing sizes of
packages 16.As an example, breakfast cereals can be sold in
packages 16 of a standard, large, and extra large sizes.
According to ihe teachings of ihe present invention, assem
bly 10 ismanufactured in a standard size which is able to fit
in package 16 of a standard size. Thus, assembly 10 can be
inserted into packages 16 of a standard size as well as
packages 16 of a larger sums such as ihe large and extra large
sizes. Alternately, board 12 and material 26 of assembly 10
ofa standard suae can be easily cut to fit smallerpackages 16
as desired. Indicia 20 is especially desirable for this feature.
Additionally, the final selection and tsixe of package 16 can
be deferred until well after themanufacture ofassemblies 10
according to the preferred teachingsof the presenrtavenudn.
Similarly, the same equipment formanufacturing assemblies
10 'for insertion in packages. 16 for one type of product can
bewtiiiw-rf without adjustment to manufacture assemblies 10
for insertion in packages 16 for another type of product but
of a different size, lhus, although a discerning consumer
might be able to tell that assembly 10 iswithin a particular
package 16 such as the result of movement of assembly 10
within package 16 due to its relatively smaller size, thc
beneiiLs from the relatively simple and uniform fabrication
of assembly 10 according to the teachings of the present
invendon are believed to overshadow itspotential shortcom
ings.
Assembly 10 according to the teachings of Ihe present
invention also seals device 22 against contamination and
migration. Specifically, device 22 is enclosed in a sealed
enclosure defined hy board 12 andmaterial 26,with material
26 being translucent to allow tight to pass therethrough to
activate light sensor25 ofdevice 22which then provides the
desired sound. In this regard, device 22 most be spaced
suniciendy from the ends and side edges of hoard 12 such
that a sufficient amount of material 26 is adhered to the
upper surface ofhoard 12without gaps orother entrancesfor
.-nmnmin'f'rirvn of air and other environmental elements.
Such sealing is advantageous as housing 23 'of device 22
may be fabricated from a plastic that may contain plasticiz-
ers which might undesirably migrate from device 22 to the
contents of package 16 resulting in contanunation thereof.
Tins would be highly undesirable for food products as the
contamination may adversely affect thc flavor or other
properties of the food product or otherwise render it unsuit
able forconsumption. I jkewise, dustorothersmall panicles
Drum the interiorofpackage 16 could infiltrate bousing23 of
device 22 rendering it inoperative, 'lhus, material 26, in
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addihou to pcrtorruiug the fuuction oi securing ecriiheate 24
and/or device 22 to board 12, piovidcs a sealing function
therefor.
Iu die normal handling ot packages 16 for breakfast
cereals and the like, packages 16 afier being sealed are 5
passed by a metal dctecUir to insure lhal no metal is present,
with il being undesirable for metal to he ingested. According
to (he preferred teachings ot the present uiveutiou. assembly
IU is manufactured .so as not to be delected by conventional
metal detectors, lhus. packages 16 iiiciudiug assembly 10 1Q
can he subjected lo Ihe normal handling packages 16
which do not contain assemblies 10 including but not limited
to passing hy a metal delecUir. Additionally, when assem
blies 10 arc only placed in a few of multiple packages 16
such as when performing a prize announcement function. ,s
thc particular packages 16 which include assemblies 10 can
nut be determined by passing packages 16 by a metal
detector.
Thc inclusion of premiums, prizes, or the like to increase
the raarkelabdily products beyond the attributes of ihe ->o
product itself is a well-known marketing technique. It is
believed that the inclusion of devices 22 in packages 16
stgnificandy increases thc enthusiasm that consumers will
view packages 16 due lo the novelty of providing an audible
message or similar sound to thc consumer, rhus, assembly 75
10 increases the appeal and desirability of package 16 and
the product contained therein to the consumer to maximize
tbe promotional value of assembly 10. Assembly 10 accord
ing In the teachings of the present invention provides a
viable manner for easily including devices22 in packages 16 ?o
with minor disruptionof the normal handling of packages 16
and without requiring packages 16 to be different frum
packages 16 which are not intended to include assemblies
10.Additionally, assemblies 10 arc relatively inexpensive to
manufacture and can be manufactured and placed bv 35
mechanical means which is less costly in both labor and
disruption of normal handling of packages 16. 'therefore,
assemblies 10 according to thc teachings of thc present
invention provide an enhanced marketing technique for
increasing thc marketing of products. 40
Thus since the invention disclosed herein may be embod
ied in other specific forms without departing from thc spirit
or general characteristics thereof, some ofwhich forms have
been indicated, the embodiments described herein are u> be
considered in all respects illustrative and not restrictive. The 45
scope of the invention is to he indicated by the appended
claims, rather than by the foregoing description, and all
changes which come within the meaning and range of
equivalency of die claims are intended to be embraced
therein. sti
We claim:
I. Method comprising the steps of: -providing a sound-
providing assembly including a light-activated, sound-
providing devicepositionedon an upper surface of a mount
ing board and a film formed of translucent material 55
positioned over the upper surface of the mounting board and
over thcMund-providing device on thc upper surface of thc
mounting board and adhered lo Ihe upper surface of the
mounting board to secure thc sound-providing device to thc
mounting board; and positioning a removable opaque label 60
oa thc film positioned over the sound-providing device after
the film is adhered to the upper surface of the mounting
board,with thc opaque label preventing light from activating
the sound-providing device.
2. 'Ihe method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: as
providing a package having an interior, an open condition
allowing passage of light into the interior, and a closed
couditiou prevention passage ot Light into the ulterior, and
placing the sound-providing assembly into the interior til the
package while in its open condition aud then closing thc
package into the closed position.
3. Ihe method of claim 2 wherein thc sound-providing
assembly placing step comprises ihe step of placing the
sound-providing assembly into thc interior with thc sound-
providing device being activated, with Ihe sound-providing
device not being activated in the package in the closed
condition.
4. The method of claim 2 further comprising tbe step nf:
removing the opaque label from the film before Ihe sound-
providing assembly is placed into the interiorof thepackage.
5. The method of claim 2 wherein the step of providing
the package comprises die step of providing the package
including a bag including product,with Ihe bag having a tup
located in the interior of the package; wherein the sound-
providing assembly providing step comprises thc step of
providing die mounting hoard having first and second lon
gitudinally spaced cods, with thc sound-providing device
located adjacent to the first end and spaced from the second
end of thc mounting board; and wherein thc placing step
comprises the step of inserting the second end of the
mounting board between thc bag and thc package untti thc
sound-providing device extends adjacent the lop of Ihe bag
with the first end of thc mounting board located within thc
interior of Ihe package in the closed condition.
6. Thc method of claim 1 wherein thc sound-providing
assembly providingstep comprises the step of: providing Ihe
sound-providing assembly including a certificate intermedi
ate the sound-providing device and Ihe upper surface of the
mounting board.
7. The method of claim I wherein the sound-providing
assembly providing step comprises the step ofproviding the
mounting board in the form of paperhoard.
8. 'Ihe method of claimM wherein the souod-providing
assembly providing step comprises thc steps of: providing a
plurality of sound-providing assemblieswith theirmounting
boards and thc film adhered thereto being mtcrcraoncctcd;
and cutting the interconnectedmounting boards and the film
adhered thereto between the sound-providing devices to
form a plurality of individual sound-providing assemblies.
9. An assembly for providing a sound comprising, in
combination: a mounting board having first and second,
longitudinally spaced ends and an upper surface; a light-
activated, sound-providing device; a Kim formed of trans
lucent material extending over and adhered lo Ihe upper
surface of the mounting board and extending over the
sound-providing device and securing the souod-providing
device to the upper surface of the mounting board,with the
film *-i'ng thc sound-providing device ririt contamina
tion and migration while allowing sound to he provided by -
the sound-providing device when exposed to light.
10. The sound-providing assembly of claim 9 further
comprising, in combination: a package including an interior
and a top having an open condition allowing passageof light
into thc interior and a closed condition preventing the
passage of light into Ihe interior, with the mounting board
and thc sound-providing device secured thereto by die film
being positioned in the interior of the package.
11. Thc sound-providing assembly of claim 10 wherein
lbs sound-providing device is not activated in Ihe package
when thc top is in thc closed condition and is activated in thc
package when ihe top is in the open condition.
12. 'Ihe sound-providing assembly of claim 10 further
comprising, in combination: a removable opaque label posi
tionedon the film andover the sound-providingdevice,widi
-&
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10
the opaque label preventing light tioui activating tuc sound-
providing device.
13. 'llic souud-providiug a&scuiolv ol claim 10 further
comprising, in combination: a hag including product and
having a top, with thc bag located in the micnor ot the s
package, with the sound-providing device located adjacent
to the first end and spaced from the second end of thc
mounting board, with the second end of Ihe mounting board
being inserted between the bag and thc product with thc
sound-providing device extending above the lop of the bag, 10
and with the first end of the mounting hoard located within
the interior of the package when the lop of the package is in
the closed condition.
14. The sound-providing assembly of claim 9 wherein ihe
lilm is formed of surylin resin. is
IS. The sound-providing assembly of claim 9 wherein the
mounting board is formed of paperiioard.
16. The sound-providing assembly of claim 9 further
comprising, iu combination: a certificate intermediate the
sound-providing device and thc upper surface of thc mount- 20
ing hoard.
17. 1 lie souud-providing assembly of. claim 9 further
comprising, in combination: indicia located on the upper
surface of the tnountiug board, with thc area of the upper
surface ot the mounting board being substantially larger than
the area ot the sound-providing device to allow viewing ot
ihe indicia ihrougn Ihe film and past the sound-providing
device.
18. The sound-providing assembly of claim 17 wherein
thc mounting board further includes a lower surface; and
wherein the sound-providing assembly further comprises, in
combination: means on die lower surface of the mounting
board for indicating Ihe longitudinal length of the mounting
hoard lietween the first and second ends.
19.The sound-providing assembly of claim 9 wherein the
mounting hoard further includes a lower surface; and
wherem the sound-providing assembly further comprises, in
combination: means on the lower surface of the mounting
board for indicating thc longitudinal length of die mounting
board between Ihe first and second ends.
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A container that includes a sound assembly mounted
thereon. The sound assembly includes a sound chip aenvated
by a light sensor. An opening is cut into the container for
receiving the sound chip which is mounted on a mounting
member. The mounting member, in turn, is sealed to the
container such that the opening is completely closed and the
mountingmember is substantially visually indistinguishable
from the exterior of the container. The sound assembly is
preferablymounted near the end of the container designed to
be opened such that it is activated immediately upon open-
tug tbe container.
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CONTAINER WITH SOUND CHD7 The container ts modified by forming an operune in a wail.
FIELD OF THE INVFNnnN
The opcmne nas dimensions such that themourning member
is capable ot completely covenng the opening and the sound
The present invennon relates to a container for promo- chip is insenable through the operune when mounted on the
tional sale ot a product and.more paracuiariy. to a container mounting member. The sound assembly is mounted on the
for a product wherein a sound chip is activated by exposure container such that the sound chip is positioned in the
10 light when the container is opened and a method for the interior of the container and the inner surface ot the mount-
manufacture thereof. ing member is adjacent to the extenor surface of the con-
n./Wmn,.m n-__ io tainer. The mounting member is secured to the extenorBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION surtace.
It is well known to utilize various types of promononal In accordance with a preferred method ofmanufacturing
devices to increase sales of packaged foods.One of the more a contauver tor use in promononal sale ot a product, a sound
common ways of promoting a product is to indicate on the chip is mounted on a mourning member and an opening is
exterior of the product container that a prize is included created in a wall of either a blank used to form a container
inside the container. or in the assembled container itself.The opening has dimen-
Another type of promotional device is the use of game ,10ns sucn mat "^ mounting member is capable of com-
pieces or other objects whichmay be ""^cnrd to the side of p'etely covenng the opening and a sound chip, mounted on
the container. Brainier et ah U.S. Pat. No. 5.379.886. for 20 me niotiniing memoer. is insenable through the opening
sample, discloses inserting a seoaraieiv tcrmca irav irr.o icn m3t u extenas mwaraiv from tne intenor surface of the
the side wall of a container. A promononal ucvice is cosi-
'
anJC or paocage. The mounnng member is then secured to
tioned in the tray which is then sealed by a label. Still tne exterior surface of the blank or container such that the
another way of promoting a product is with a container , 0Pemn? ts completely covered.
having a light-activated sound chip. Howes. U.S. Pat. No. It is therefore an object of the present invennon to provide
5.283.567. for example, discloses a prize holding container a container for promononal sale of a product which utilizes
assembly with an audible and/or visual prize related mes- a conventional container requiring only a minor modifica-
sage delivery system contained within the container. In the don thereto.
Howes device, the message delivery system is placedwithin 30 It is another object of the mvennon to proviae a coru^iner
the contents of the connuher such that the message is not for promononal sale of a<product and a method of mann-
delivered until the consumer actually locates the message . facture therefor wherem. a convennonal container is modi-
delivery system.Alternahvely, Howes, US. Pat No. 5,099, fied by mounnng a sound chip through an opening in a side
232. discloses mounnng themessage delivery system on the wall thereof.
ulterior wail of the container. A drawback of this embodi-
'
These and further objects of the present invennon will
meat is that thecontainer requires significantmodification in iwnnm* ppmnt ftwm th< ii^ni\r4 <t*trripinn to follow
onto to mourn thet message^delivery system Simflariy, BRIEF DESOUPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Slagle et al. UJS. Pat No. 5,923.242. discloses a light-
activated, sound-providing device which is secured to the 40
There foUows a ^tailed description of preferred embodi-
interior of a container. Mounting of such a device is fairly mem* of * P"*"11 "v>don. which arc to be taken
complex.
together with the accompanying drawings, wherein:
However, retooling to create a new package configuration "G: l ta a^W*w view of a first embodiment
or even for modification of a convennonal package can be
' <*&'**itocamMW*naM*9itar.
cosdy. In this regard, it is desirable that the promononal n' 2 * Ppecnve view of the sound assembly
device be one which requnw a minimal amotim of changes * utilized m tlie embodiment of FIG. 1;
in ihpwf manufacturing <*mn,
FIG.3 is aside elevational view showing the exteriorwall
of the container of FIG. 1 with the sound assembly mounted
SUMMARY OFTHE INVENTION *> thereon;
Thus.it is a purpose of the presem invennon to overcome F10- * 'M**** flat blank used to make me container
the disadvantages of the prior art and thereby provide an
shown in FIG. 1;
impmvdmnt** forpmmnrinnai tali, rf a product and an FIG. 5 illustrates a flat blank similar to FIG. 4 but showing
improved ffv**"^1 for the marturacture thereof. ,. a modification thereof;
This purpose of the present mvennon is achieved by FIG. 6 is a perspective view, partially exploded and
providing a light activated sound assembly which is partially
in section, showing the invention on a cylindrical-
moumed on the interiorof the contamer. through an cpemng type contamen
in the side of the container, winch opening is subsequendy nG.7b across-sectional view taken along line
77 of
closed. The sound assembly is thereby positioned such that * FIG. 6;
li^a^jmth^<itii^chip upon openingof the coutainet. FIG. 8 shows another embodiment of a sound assembly;
In accordance with a preferred embodiment of the FIG. 9 Olunrates a series of sound assemblies of FIG. 8,
invention, the container for promotional sale of a product mminiral on * foil; and
inr^irlff a lOuTHi Memhlymmprmnp; nvumrinp;wmmhw a FIG. 10 is apartial vrrional view taken akmg tine 10 10
having an inner surface and an outer surface and a sound of both FIG. 1 and FIG. 6, but showing a modmcation
chipmournedon die inner surface of themountingmember, thereof.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE The openme 23 in the rear extenorwait 12 mav oe tormed
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS in the blank 31 before or arter assembiv ot container 10. As
Referring now to the figures, like elements are represented hown In F,G- 3-^ ope"* & in rearwail 12 must te ot
hv like numerals throughout the several views. sumciem stze to receive the sound chip 27 of sound
assem-
__ , . , ,
? blv 25. vet small enoueh that mounong member 26 com-RO. 1 show, a recumgular-shaned contamer 10 of the ie|elv seals Sound cm 27 j, insened
type normally used for cereal or the like which includes the iXIend mt0 me mm0T of me,* conuuner 10. The
features of the present invennon. The container 10 is a
i0undmemUv^ CM^ mounted CIther betore or^me
convennonal-type cereal container having a frontwall 11. a blank 31 -a asxmbied t0 torm a conumer 10. Typicallv.
rear wall 12. and side walls 13 and 14. The container is "> mou^gmen^26 is sealedm the extenorof rearwail 12
formedwith an openable access passageway for the removal ^^ me,, ^ in me penoherai^ M K
of contents from the package, which, in FIG. 1 is a conven-
shown m HG s< by ,^^ t. t, lllncsive ^pe, so m
tional top 16 having a pairof short naps 17 and 18 and long comptett!lv^op^^A^o^ j^ ,^0^ t0
flaps 19 and 20. r^purposea of closing the flans arierthe ensure mat no bentpas mm openmg 23 <^mg prema-
box has uutuuly been opened, there is provided a conven- acnvation of sound chip 2T
tional notch 21 on nap 20 which engages in slot 22 formed nG. 5 shows me emoodimeitt of HQS. w Wltn ^
tn flap 19. Refemng now generally to FIGS. 1-3. the modificiUion, sound ^scmblv 36 includes a mounnng
features ot the present invennon include a sound assembly memoer m^ fm Qf a fl 3? attacted wau 12 at
:. .vntch includesi a mounnng member 26 havtng a sound sc<jre^ 39 g^ Jg^^a^^^ fa g
uo 27 attached thereto. The sound chip includes a light bIankmis represents ^^^ wnenJ sound chipwouid
.ensor 28 at the top thereof and a speaker 29. ^ locaudi ^^^ cmp 0fm 3g befag J0^^
Refemng now to FIGS. 1-3. the rear wall 12 of the and so sized on the flapmotmtmgmember 37 matwhen this
contamer includes an opening 23 which is larger than the ^ flap is folded about the score line39.mis area 38 fits inm the
outer dimensions of the sound chip 27 but smaller than the opening 23.After this fold is made with a sound chip in the
outer dimensions of the mounting member 26. Thus, in j^g, 0f 3g now located within opening 33. the flap 37 is
practice, the opening 23 Is first formed in the container and adhered to the exterior of the rear wall 12 by any suitable
at tome point in the maniifacnrnng process the mounting ^^^ sucn an adhesive or adhesive tape.
trjemrjer is adhered the outside of to J Aujmugj, ^ embodiments of FIGS. 1-5 illustrate a
sound assemblywithin the package and projecting inwardly ^wmg.,1., mmiiwr, th frjfflnr* nf" rw mvention
therefrom.
roay ^ urjiized for*contau\ers of any size or shape, illus-
In the embodiment of FIG. 1. the rectangular-shaped trative of annthw type of container which may utilize the
container would usually be a cereal box. the cereal itself 35 features of the present invention would be a cylindrical
r/picauybemg contained in a plastic or paper bagwithin the container as shown ax 44 in FIGS. 6 and 7. Such a container
fmiwinw and therefore not directly contacting the interior may be used for many products including, for example,
wall of the container or the sound assembly 25. The con- cereal of a type which is to be heated, stuffing mixtures.
tainer 10 may be constructed of any suitable material. potato chips, and the like. This type of container generally
typically multi-ply papaboard or cardboard. This light sen-
40
includes a cylindrical side wall as shown as 45. an openable
sor is powered by a battery or other energy source. While top 46. and a closed bonom 47. The contents of this
other devices may be utilized for purposes of activating the container are generally sealed by means of an opaque air
sound chip 27. it is preferable to use the light sensor so that tight sealing membrane 50. These containers often include
it can be activated upon opening the top end 16 by the 45 an easily removable snap on plastic cap 51. This cap is not
passage of light into the interior of the contamer 10. air tight to the extent that membrane 50 is air right. It is
The sound rhin 27 Is typically attached to the mounting snapped onto the contamer as the product is sold. Then, after
member 26 by adhesive. iwhiding a two-sided adhesive the container is opened and the air tight membrane 50 is
snip or other!* means. Since the sound chip 27 removed, the plastic cap 51 acts as a suitable covering for the
extends into the interior of the container 10. it should be
50
partial contents within the container 44 after the initial
relatively shallow in depth so as hot to impede removal of opening thereof. Refemng to FIGS. 6 and 7, the present
product from the interior of the container 10. invention includes a sound assembly which is identical to
'HG.4showsablaiik31tisedwfoimconminerl0.The that o^saibed with respect to FIGS. 1-5 except that it is
Hihfrt iJTWt - indicate where the blank 31 is scored to be ss curved in order to fit the curved contamer 44.
Thisembodi-
folded to form thecoma*** 10.E^ <n* mciudes the curved mounnng member 48 having a
rearexteriorwallB and gluedmerm. Bottom naps 17 18*. curved sound chip 49 attached thereto. Light sensor 52 is
19-
and
20*
are sealed together by adhesive or other means located at the topof tne soundchip 49.Asm the embodiment
tofonnaclosedbt)romein24.Thetopendl6of ofFIGS. 1-5, me opening 53 is large enough for the sound
101sclosedbvfoldiTigo^wnnnpsl7andl8mwardlyM
M chP 49 to P10*** fnm** exterior of the containerin the
they are essentiattyperpoidicii^^
container with the periphery of the mouuiiig menioer 48
lively. Flap 19 is then fouled downwaro and mwaidly
adhered to the outside of the wail 45 of contamer 44.
pgtpgndfryif truer face 12 and flap 20 is folded over flap In this type of container, the contena are usually located
19 and glued thereto. After the package has been initially loosely in tbe interior of the container, ix_ not in a separate
opened, notch121 Is inserted into slot 22 to redose tbetop bag. In tins case the contents will be chnxdy up agahm the
end 16 Of COnnUher 10.
ml 4wp AQ It1mm innmim in im-li rrauainfv*Mt
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loose contentsmat the sound chip be posinoned hieh enouen chip is insenable throueh said operune when mounted
m the contamer tnat the light sensor 52 will be very close to on said mounting; memoer. said sound assemolv being
the opaquememorane 50 to assure that it is acuvated by light mounted on the wall of said container sucn that said
when the opaque membrane is opened. Also, to assure that sound chiD K Postuoned in the intenor ot said contamer
ihe sound projects out of the package, it would be preterable
; ,u!d Siud ,nncr sunace ' said mounun? member is
. mm.t^mmmm, ..
adjacent to an extenor wad surface, said.mounnne
,o locate the speaker at or near the top ot the sound chip. member^ secured t0 said extenor wall imasx.
"
FIG. 8 shows an alternauve embodiment 55 of the sound 2. The contamer according to claim 1 wherem said sound
assembly wherem one-sided adhesive tape 56 is used as the assembly includes acnvation means for activating said
mounnng member. The sound chip 27. 49 is directly to sound chip.
attached to the adhesive side of the tape 56. 3. The contamer according to claim 2 wherem acnvation
Referring to FIG. 9. for ease ofmanmacture. sound chips meMU conmns * "ght acnvated device and said openable
27. 49 mav be directiv attached to a roll 60 of mounnng
access passageway includes an openable end and sam sound
members, and separated r^w rmnmtmgme sound assem- aMemWy
is J****" <**op"** end ***
bly56io the contamer 10 or44. The dashed tines 61 in FIG.
'5 UDOTP^? sam opetiable entt passage of hgltt inm said
9 indicate where the mounting tape 60 is to be cut. The
imtmr f sad contamer ^"^ *** Ught acnvanon
mcsns*
- or the mounnng tape 60 around the sound chip 27. 4 ^ ^^^ accQnlin w^ , whmm sam
,* adheres oirectly to the extenorwalls of contamer 10. 45 ,onainer compnscs a reCBBBIlaMhineB box. and wherein
r.nd terms a complete seal around onetimes 23. 53. :o samor*nable access oassaeewavcormmses an ooenable end
FIG. 10 illustrates a modification ot the invennon which and closure means tor cic-smc raiu openaoie end.
is usable with either of the containers 10 or 44. As shown 5. The contamer according to claim 1 wherein said
therein, the area around the penphery of the openings 23. 53 container comprises a cylindrical-shaped canon, and
is recessed as shown at 63 so that the mounnng member 26. wherein said openable access passageway comprises an
48 or 56will lie flush with thewall 12 or 45 of its container. openable end and closure means for closing said openable
Preferably, mounting member 26. 37. 48 or 56. once in ena*
place on rear exterior wall 12, 45, through the use of 6' The con>ner according to claim 1 wherein said
graphics and/orplacement is essentially imperceptible from ""W"^ member comprises, tape.
the remainder of rear exterior waiL Thus, these mounnng 30
7' The conainer according to claim 1 wherem said
nembenarcrypir^ycoimuctedofa ""^"""bfcomprise, a flap formed as panof a blank
,, . H j j. used for assembhng said contamer.contauietaiid/oritseximwwaUandthemountmgmem-
^ ^^^ accoRhii^ to ciaim l wherem jaid
ben may be covered with mdicia which ininimizes the 0pemng is rectattgular shaped.
ability to easily perceive the outer edges of the mounting 3J 9 ^ conamer accoming B claun g whmin said
member. Of course, while it is indicated that the mounting conDuner iiidudes a boss aroimdsamopeiimg.whereby sam
rnembers are mourned on the rear exterior wad of the
rnoun^gmenu^ m0UnIable so as m be fliish with said
rectangular package, theymay also be mounted on the wall exterior wall surface
designed as the from exteriorwall 24. or even the side wails 10 ^ accoiding to claim 8 wherein said
13. 14 of the container 10.
mountmgmember is rectangular shaped aim secured m said
The rectangular container 10 of the invention is easdy exterior wall surface by an adhesive.
manufactured utilizing a conventional package, with the u The container according to claim 1 wherein said
only requiredmodification, aside from the optional addition mountingmember ismounted so asm be substantially flush
of flap 37 of FIG. 5. being the creation of opening 23. Once 4J wim said exteriorwau surface.
theopemng23iscmmrearexieriOTwaU12oftneblank31 12. A method of tnanmacturmg a contamer comprising:
or 35 or assembled contamer 10, the sound chip 27, now mounting a sound chip on a mounting member.
mournedon a rnountmgmember is inserted through opening creating an opening in awallofablankshaped to form the
23. The mcunrmg member is then secured to rear exterior comahier or an assembled container, which container
wall 12 such that the opening 23 is completely closed. 50 has an openable mrrss passageway separate from said
Although the invention has been described in consider- wall, said wall having an interior surface and an exte-
able detail with respect to preferred embodiments thereof. rior surface, said opening having dimensions such that
voiationsaiumodtfcatiouwiuteap sam mounmm
member is <^le of conmleteiy cov
in themwitlir oeparmign^ tSJhtJF"^ "* "" sound chip " msenable
invention as set forth in the claims. .
ttoou8n op",m*lJ . .,
.. . , . . . inserting said sound chip through said opening such thatWhat is claimed is. ^^^^ exKndj mwtrdty relaaw , said inte-1.A contamer comprising ri surface; and
asoundassen^compnsmgamounmgn^ xaain^ said^^ memoer to said exterior surface
,
animwsurface^anouws
m*^*Zo&*cau***comed.
mamad<mtaduuBtmt*x.aukcoittmmba^za u.Tbcnieiiodaxoa^vac]^ 12 vbatm said step
onenable access passageway for removal of contents , . . . .i"1'*
.
r
,, . . of creatine comnrises nmina a rectaneular-shaoed section
from the ouiuainerandwallshaving an extenor surface , """"h*
"''"** c " *^ " t""'--^ *"*"
and fonmng an interior for holding a product, an
&omaaidwalL
openiiigftamiedmawauniaeeisaM
14. The method of claim 12 mctodmg providing the
,t;lir...n~* thitt "mr-nmnpmwnhww ftanahi* incnnting members on a roll and separating individual
of (aj"*h coverinr said
nmm si ti4 sound monnring members from the rolL
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15. The method according to claim 12 wherem said step
of securing comprises adhering said mounnng member to
said extenor surface to completely seal said opening.
16. A contamer for a product comprising:
an interior for holding the product and an exterior surface.
said contamer having an openable end and closure
means for closing said openable end. said container
being formed with an opening in a wall thereof near
said open end: and
a light-activated sound assembly comprising a mounting
member having an inner surface and an outer surface
and a sound chip having light-activation means, said
sound chip beingmounted on said inner surface of said
mountingmember, said inner surface of said mounting
member being secured to the exterior surface of said
container such that said mounting member completely
covers said opening and said sound chip extends
through said opening and into the interior of said box.
whereby, when said closure means is opened, light
10
passes into said interior to said light-acuvanon means
to activate said sound chip.
17. The contamer according to claim 16 wherein said
mounting member compnses tape.
18. The contamer according to claim 17. wherein the tape
mounting members are provided on a roll of such members.
19. The contamer according to claim 16 wherein said
mountingmember comprises a flap formed as pan of a blank
used for assembling said container.
20. The container according to claim 16 wherein said
mounttr.2 member ts rectansuiar shaped and secured to said
extenor surface by an auiiesive.
21. The container according to claim 16 wherein said
container includes a recessed boss around said opening,
whereby said mounting member is mountable so as to be
flush with said exterior surface.
